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INTRODUCTION

During 1995 I published my autobiographical Breakfast with 

Beaverbrook. Memoirs of an Independent Woman. It was at a time 

when, in my mid-sixties, I believed I had done it all. But later 

in that decade I came upon a telling commentary by American 

literary academic Carolyn Heilbrun (who long doubled as the 

engaging detective fiction-writer Amanda Cross) that held these 

words: ‘Whenever I read the story of an autobiography of an older 

woman – and they are rare enough, I find that though it is written 

by a woman in her fifties and beyond, she writes only to go back 

to her youth. She abandons age, experience, wisdom to search the 

past, usually for romance, always for the beginnings in childhood’. 

‘For me’, Heilbrun added, ‘the stories of youth are tired stories. But 

the story of age, of maturity before infirmity, before meaningless 

old age, has never been told except perhaps by Shakespeare who 

told everything, provided he could tell it of men’.
I suspect as that decade moved into the next, this may no 

longer be the case. Two Australian works of recent years, Inga 

Clendinnen’s Tiger’s Eye, and Brenda Niall’s Life Class: The 

Education of a Biographer, in part challenge Heilbrun’s claim, 

although they are full-life journeys. The crop of memoirs by three 

Australian women with their resonantly feminist titles, Susan 

Ryan’s Catching the Waves, Anne Summers’ Ducks on the Pond, and 
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Wendy McCarthy’s Don’t Fence Me In – published within a year of 

each other at the century’s turn, are essentially from the pens of 

women in mid-flight, vivid in their younger and working careers. 

My original impetus to autobiography arose from the fact that 

contemporary memoirs in Australia had appeared exclusively from 

the pens of men, where women found place only as mistresses or 

wives. But as I had enjoyed an intellectual’s life, there seemed good 

reason to add another perspective. More importantly, I’d also had 

a historian’s life centred on a series of what I saw as ‘encounters 

with history’. Working in the 1950s with the charismatic and 

powerful Lord Beaverbrook, at a time when he was closely in 

touch with his old friend Sir Winston Churchill and had himself 

turned to the writing of history, was a chronicle in itself. Yet I had 

written the book mainly, I thought, for a professional women’s 

audience. My sister and I had paced along a leafy path in Sydney 

devising its purposeful subtitle, and in press interviews following 

its publication I had spoken often of the continuing prevalence in 

Australia of a patriarchy in professional and public affairs that had 

contributed to a significant devaluation of women in this country.

I was therefore delighted when the book had a wider appeal. 

The Australian Broadcasting Commission presented it as a tele-

vision documentary in their January 1997 series of six ‘Life Stories’, 

where, in the creative hands of Brian Nicholls as director, and 

the familiar background voice of Justin Murphy, it told of my 

happy family childhood; my graduation in history from Sydney 

University; my years in England and abroad working and travel-

ling with Lord Beaverbrook; my two short English marriages; and, 

returning as an academic to the Australian National University, 

my career as a historian of Australian science and my marriage to 

the Israeli mathematician J. E. (Joe) Moyal. It was, hence, joyfully 
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reinforcing that my book found resonance with a diverse company 

of both men and women, and one man, remembering a passing 

meeting we had had some 40 years before, would enter my life at 

seventy as a companion and late love.

So having written, in maturity, of one Australian woman’s 

spirited trajectory and her sometimes challenging encounters with 

history, I might have expected life to take a quieter turn. It 

hadn’t. Rather I’d continued to spend my ageing life with passion, 

involvement, and intensity. So now I wished to gather together 

those buoyant passages and components; my chequered engage-

ment as a historian; the richly unfolding interconnections and 

tapestry of people who have influenced and shaped me; love and 

loss; and the experience of vastly increasing age. And perchance, 

as Simone de Beauvoir neatly phrased it in her autobiography, The 

Prime of Life, I wished to ‘put myself in question before all ques-

tions are silenced’, or to grasp at the cry of Australia’s irrepressible 

octogenarian artist, the remarkable Margaret Olley, ‘Hurry Last 

Days!’

This, then, is a different story.



C H A P T E R  1

A SENSE OF PLACE

I have been in love with Canberra for over sixty years. Its parched 

landscape, its ring of deep blue mountains etched against an iri-

descent sky, its light and calming beauty and the fiery brilliance of 

its autumn days colour my mind and spirit and anchor me firmly 

in this beautiful place.

As early as 1912, it seems, I had been latched, prenatally, into 

the ‘bush capital’. My mother, Doss Thomas, was the niece by 

marriage of Canberra’s founding surveyor, Charles Scrivener. The 

young surveyor of the New South Wales Department of Lands, 

having lost one wife, had met and married my grandmother’s 

sister, Mary Beatrice Harding in 1885, a short time after the two 

young women arrived in Sydney from England with their surgeon 

father. But Beatrice had died in childbirth and her son Robert 

was taken over for a time by my grandmother Ethel Harding and 

her father, and subsequently reared by Charley’s third wife. Annie 

Scrivener, happily, bore her husband several children and their 

daughter Ethel became my mother’s intimate friend. 

Selected for his outstanding field work, Scrivener was 

appointed Director of Commonwealth Lands and Surveys and 

in 1910 given charge of choosing, mapping and defining the 

contours of the Australian National Territory. He chose the vast 

Canberra–Yass survey site and there, tall ranging Charley, with 
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his drooping moustache and practical zeal, gathered his team 

of young surveyors to play a leading role on the national stage. 

And in that adventurous time, the two young women, Ethel and 

Doss, enjoyed the exciting opportunity of staying with Charley 

and Annie Scrivener as they took up residence in 1912 in Acton 

House. There my mother experienced the camaraderie of the 

young surveyors coming and going, and Scrivener working far 

into the night, while the bare stretching landscape etched an 

enduring mark upon her life. My attachment to Canberra was 

planted in pioneering soil.

Twelve years later my mother, employed as one of the first 

women by the Commonwealth Bank in Sydney, would marry 

my father, John Hurley, a fellow member of the staff and, I, a 

second child, appeared. Canberra, however, continued to spread 

its tendrils into my life. In 1942, after Japanese planes rained down 

death on Pearl Harbor and began the bombing of Australia at 

Darwin, I, well alert to my mother’s passion, was despatched from 

Sydney to spend my final year of schooling in Canberra with the 

family of Scrivener’s first appointed surveyor, Percy Sheaffe. And 

there – an unlikely wartime evacuee, as a student from Sydney’s 

private girls’ school Wenona – I exchanged my neat navy-blue 

uniform for one of sober grey and attended Canberra’s dashingly 

unusual coeducational High School. I won one of Canberra’s four 

annual scholarships to the University of Sydney that year and my 

course was set. 

The piny scent of Canberra’s hedges and the potent fragrance 

of eucalyptus would follow me as I travelled overseas after grad- 

uation, making me deeply nostalgic, notably at Lord Beaverbrook’s 

villa in the south of France. When, late in 1958, I returned to 

Australia to the Australian National University in Canberra, after 
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a decade’s absence abroad, I was restored to my own soil. Even 

though I still came and went, I put my roots down in the bush 

capital, buying a finely designed townhouse where my study 

looked out upon the eucalyptus trees and the flash of bright 

rosellas. Life entwined with nature. 

During the mid-nineties when I took up my story, my days 

pulsed with action. Breakfast with Beaverbrook was republished in 

paperback in 1996 and I was soon swept along on that current 

of media interviews – the penalty of even modest success as an  

author – and invitations to talk. Yet my real reputation hinged on 

the fact that I had established myself as a historian of Australian 

science. And, in that engrossing year of 1996, the National Library 

of Australia, then the managing overlord of an emergent Portrait 

Gallery of Australia at Old Parliament House, invited me to curate 

an exhibition of portraiture that would celebrate the achievements 

of Australian scientists. Seizing on Bob Hawke’s imaginative 

exhortation, it was called ‘The Clever Country. Scientists in 

Australia’.

What a chance! I was well versed in the marriage of art and 

science in the nineteenth century. I now had the opportunity 

of exploring the painterly heritage of scientific participants in 

Australia, drawing upon the collections of the National Library 

and art galleries, libraries, museums, universities, herbariums, 

scientific societies and institutions around the country.

At once there were interesting challenges. For despite the 

role of science and innovation as key driving forces in our society, 

scientists themselves had an image problem. Stop anyone in the 

street and ask them to name a famous sportsman, and names 

burst out. Invite a bystander to name an Australian scientist, and 

you are likely to draw a blank. And so it seemed in portraiture. 
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For, as an earlier Portrait Gallery exhibition, All in the Family,  

had revealed, the most likely subjects in the early decades of 

Australia’s settlement were the governors, soldiers, judges, admin-

istrators, politicians, wealthy merchants, and the prosperous 

emancipists eager to claim a position for themselves in society. 

Like their colleagues in Britain, colonial scientists lacked the 

wealth, social position or motivation to enter the portraiture 

stakes. And so my mission became an absorbing detective hunt – 

one in which I would be meeting in portraiture for the first time 

many of the men I had long known through their discoveries and 

writings.

So I began my probe. My investigation took me to the major 

libraries and galleries and, via highly illuminating telephone con-

versations, to art curators tucked away in universities, museums, 

galleries and scientific institutions around the country. The returns 

were astonishing. Not only did the galleries and museums readily 

yield up their prizes, the search also informed curators, particularly 

in the universities, who, while holding lists of paintings in their 

care, were often uncertain who the scientists were. With the 

addition of some important works, my scientific army grew. The 

Tasmanian Museum and Gallery offered an evocative portrait of 

a short, top-hatted, sartorially elegant John Gould – complete 

with birds and gun – painted in 1840 during his tour of the 

eastern colonies collecting for his Birds of Australia and Mammals 

of Australia. The National Library of Australia offered a thoughtful 

portrait of the young botanist Robert Brown who – as one of the 

first trained naturalists to travel to Australia on Matthew Flinders’ 

Investigator voyage of circumnavigation in 1801–04 – was destined 

for fame as the most prestigious British botanist of his age. The 

National Library also held portraits of the father of New South 
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Wales’ scientific dynasty, entomologist Alexander McLeay, and 

the man who planted the physical and astronomical sciences in 

Australia, Governor Sir Thomas Brisbane. And depicted long in 

years at seventy-eight, wearing his clerical robes, was the father 

of Australian geology the Rev. W. B. Clarke in a portrait com-

missioned by the Royal Society of New South Wales to flag the 

eminence of its founder.

It was apparent that as the twentieth century dawned other 

processes were at work. At that time the universities and scientific 

institutions, with considerable foresight, were adopting the role of 

artistic patrons, embarking, randomly at first and with increasing 

commitment, to enlist distinguished Australian portrait painters 

to commemorate their leading men of science. Who might come 

my way? 

From the University of Western Australia I garnered Joshua 

Smith’s study of the founding agricultural scientist Sir George 

Currie. The National Gallery of Victoria offered George Lambert’s 

large, brilliant portrait of the eminent and influential biologist 

Sir Walter Baldwin Spencer. The University of Sydney brought 

forth its portrait of its first Professor of Anatomy, J. T. Wilson, by 

William Nicholson; a romantic oil portrait by James Kerr-Lawson 

of his brother, the first Professor of Botany; and a drawing by 

Louis Kahn of the mercurial Professor of Physics Harry Messel. 

The University of Adelaide summonsed another outstanding trio 

in the portraits of three famous men: Sir Douglas Mawson by Ivor 

Hele, Gwynne-Jones’ study of Sir Howard Florey, and the life-

sized figure of the powerful Sir Mark Oliphant. From Queensland 

University came two pictures that told a story: Gil Jamieson’s 

lively painting of the flamboyant Professor of Veterinary Science 

John Francis on a prancing steed, and a portrait decked out with 
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bottles and other scientific paraphernalia of parasitologist Professor 

John Sprent.

Plunging into differing provenances, my broad collec-

tion swelled. Judy Cassab’s two strong portraits of the leaders 

of Australia’s major scientific institutions – CSIRO’s Sir Ian 

Clunies Ross and Chairman of the Australian Atomic Energy 

Commission, Sir Phillip Baxter – fell fruitfully into my bag. The 

Australian National University added June Mendoza’s portrait 

of the physicist Vice-Chancellor Sir Leonard Huxley; a study of 

the much-honoured microbiologist Frank Fenner; and one of 

the neuroscientist Peter Bishop wearing the scientist’s traditional 

long white coat (the only one to figure in the exhibition). The 

University of Melbourne brought to view Julie Edgar’s sculptured 

head of eminent immunologist Professor Gus Nossal, and Russell 

Drysdale’s pen-and-ink drawing of the one-armed zoologist 

Jack Marshall, with whom he had journeyed around Australia. 

I was thrilled to have brought together so rich and informing a 

convocation. 

It came as no surprise that women subjects, notably in the 

nineteenth century, were very difficult to find. Science was a 

patriarchy and women its ‘invisible participants’. What pleasure, 

then, to find in the National Library a glowing self-portrait of 

a Tasmanian botanical illustrator Sarah Fereday, painted in 1836, 

which represented both a wide and under-recognised sorority, 

and the delicate skills and artistry of this accomplished breed. 

The twentieth century signalled welcome winds of change. Ten 

portraits of twentieth-century scientific women, flushed out from 

universities and private collections, caught the faces and achieve-

ments of some remarkable participants. These presented CSIRO’s 

pioneering geneticist Helen Newton Turner; a commanding 
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portrait of Melbourne’s sea-grass expert, the German wartime 

immigrant Sophie Ducker; the University of Tasmania’s distin-

guished botanist Winifred Turner; the doyenne of Australian 

geologists, Queensland’s Dorothy Hill, the first woman fellow 

of the Academy of Science; and two contemporary Victorian 

leaders, eminent biologists Professor Adrienne Clarke and Dr 

Nancy Millis.

Expertly hung in the spacious exhibition rooms of Old 

Parliament House, the collected canvases shone with life and 

colour and, together with their informing captions, brought a 

tapestry of Australia’s science to view. Not only did they enhance 

knowledge of a diverse and talented community from our scien-

tific past, one painting exposed a scarcely known historical fact. 

An oil portrait collected from a private source, painted in 1944, 

revealed a handsome German physicist wearing a fur-collared 

leather jacket, seated at his radar station on the French coast as 

he searched the English Channel for British planes. Dr Albert 

Seyler was one of several high-profile German scientists whom 

the Australian Government selected at the end of World War II to 

serve in Australia’s scientific and technological institutions, in his 

case in telecommunications research and development at Telecom 

Australia where he made an outstanding contribution.

Gathering and curating, I had the great satisfaction of adding 

a new dimension to my historical bag. Robyn Williams sought 

out the exhibition, and we discussed it on his ABC ‘Science 

Show’, telling of the clever country it represented. Many centuries 

before, Isaac Newton declared that ‘scientific discovery is built 

on the shoulders of giants’. Some giants were assembled here. 

How enlightening the work had proved. From it I cherished  

the simple hope that the 28,000 spectators who passed through 
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the exhibition would perceive the men and women of Australian 

science less as elite, ‘nerd’-like figures in laboratory coats, but 

as an active and talented company, seen together in a fresh and 

dynamic light. With its interplay of colours, its varying tech-

niques and an unforseen range of subjects, ‘The Clever Country’ 

marked an innovative blending of science and art and afforded 

in itself an important backdrop to a larger sequel. Twelve years 

later in December 2008, Australia’s new National Portrait Gallery, 

gleaming and elegant beside Lake Burley Griffin, opened under 

Andrew Sayers’ direction to engage an eager and extending public 

and, in its wide representation of Australian life, to throw an 

enduring spotlight on Australian lives in science.




